GAIN 2021 Timeline

Opening Remarks: 10:10 AM
Dr. Gerald E. Speitel, Jr.
Associate Dean of Academic Affairs & Professor, GEC Advisor

Poster Session: 10:15 - 11:30 AM
Floor: Posters (1-9): Aerospace, Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
Floor: Posters (10-13): Biomedical Engineering
Floor: Posters (14-23): Chemical Engineering
Floor: Posters (24-32): Civil, Architecture and Environmental Engineering; Materials Science and Engineering
Floor: Posters (33-39): Electrical and Computer Engineering
Floor: Posters (40-46): Petroleum and Geosystems Engineering

-------- Lunch Break: 11:30 – 12:30 PM--------

Industry Talks: 12:30 - 2:00 PM
Floor: Industry Talks
Michelle Pang | Sandia National Labs | 12:30 PM
Rick Thompson | Dell | 1 PM
Sudhanva Gurumurthi | AMD | 1:30 PM

------- Afternoon Break: 2:00 – 2:30 PM-------

Networking Session: 2:30 – 5:00 PM
Floor: Networking | AMD
Floor: Networking | CNA Corporation
Floor: Networking | Dell
Floor: Networking | Dow
Floor: Networking | Discovery DTC
Floor: Networking | HKS
Floor: Networking | Exponent
Floor: Networking | Intel
Floor: Networking | Sandia National Labs
Floor: Networking | TI